ABSTRACT Nowadays, people usually participate in multiple social networks simultaneously, e.g., Facebook and Twitter. Formally, the correspondences of the accounts that belong to the same user are defined as anchor links, and the networks aligned by anchor links can be denoted as aligned networks. In this paper, we study the problem of anchor link prediction (ALP) across a pair of aligned networks based on social network structure. First, three similarity metrics (CPS, CCS, and CPS + ) are proposed. Different from the previous works, we focus on the theoretical guarantees of our metrics. We prove mathematically that the node pair with the maximum CPS or CPS + should be an anchor link with high probability and a correctly predicted anchor link must have a high value of CCS. Second, using the CPS + and CCS, we present a two-stage iterative algorithm CPCC to solve the problem of the ALP. More specifically, we present an early termination strategy to make a tradeoff between precision and recall. At last, a series of experiments are conducted on both synthetic and real-world social networks to demonstrate the effectiveness of the CPCC.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, social networks have become an essential part of our daily life. In order to enjoy different services, nowadays people usually participate in multiple social networks simultaneously. Formally, the correspondences of the accounts that refer to the same user in different social networks are defined as anchor links, and the networks aligned by anchor links can be denoted as aligned networks. For example, Facebook and Twitter are a pair of aligned networks, and the account of President Trump in Facebook and that in Twitter form an anchor link. The problem of inferring anchor links across a pair of aligned networks has drawn increasing attention, and this problem is also named as Anchor Link Prediction (ALP).
ALP is becoming a crucial prerequisite for many practical cross-network applications. For example, Spokeo (http://www.spokeo.com/), which integrates public information across multiple networks, is used for searching people online. This is convenient in searching people across networks with little information. Another example is Talentbin (https://www.talentbin.com/), which is used to find or recruit technical talents online. Talentbin integrates professional information scattered in many social networks to provide a comprehensive view of expertise. In addition, ALP is also useful in link prediction [1] and community detection [2] .
A basic and key problem to solve ALP is how to define user similarity. Traditional similarity metrics mainly consider the following three categories of information: 1) user attribute information, e.g., username, address and image; 2) user behavior information, e.g., check-in/out information and writing styles; 3) user structure information, e.g., friends and follow relationship. However, almost all the previous similarity metrics are ad-hoc in nature, and lack of theoretical support. For example, CN [3] exploit neighbors to measure the user similarity. They believe that the two users are similar if they have a large number of neighbors in common. Another example is IsoRank [4] , which is a random walk based similarity metrics. They believe that the similarity of users is proportional to the similarities of their neighbors. All these similarity metrics perform well in experiments. But a key challenge remains unsolved as to why these metrics work. Thus, in this paper, we first focus on the theoretical study of structural similarity metrics. Then, using these metrics, we present an algorithm to solve the problem of ALP. We summarize the contributions of our paper as the following three points:
First, three similarity metrics, CPS, CCS and CPS + are proposed. We prove mathematically that the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS should be an anchor link with a high probability. Next, we prove that a correctly predicted anchor link must have a high value of CCS. Then, we improve CPS and present CPS + , which also inherits the property of CPS.
Second, using CPS + and CCS, we present a two-stage iterative algorithm CPCC. In the first stage, the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS + is predicted as the new anchor link. And in the second stage, the anchor links with lower CCS are regarded as the incorrect ones. We iteratively conduct the two stages to predict new anchor links. Moreover, we present an early termination strategy to make a tradeoff between precision and recall. The time complexity of CPCC is O((DD ) K n + n 2 ), where D and D are the average degree of the aligned networks, n is the number of anchor links in the aligned networks and K is a very small positive number to control the accuracy of the result.
Finally, we conduct a series of experiments on both synthetic social networks and real-world social networks to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly introduce the related work in Section II. In Section III, we give the aligned network model and the problem definition. In Section IV, we propose three similarity metrics CPS, CCS and CPS + . In Section V, an algorithm CPCC is presented to solve the problem of ALP. In Section VI, we show the experimental results. In Section VII, we conclude the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Social network analysis, especially the problem of ALP, has been intensively studied in recent years. According to the availability of different user information, ALP can be divided into three categories: attribute-based, behavior-based and structure-based ALP.
A. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ALP
In the last decade, a lot of research on ALP has focused on the user attribute information, including username, address, image. Username is the most direct and efficient way to identify users. Existing works on username mainly focus on the transformation of usernames [5] and the similarity of usernames [6] . Besides username, additional textual attribute information [7] , [8] and face images [9] can also improve the predicting accuracy.
B. BEHAVIOR-BASED ALP
User behavior information based ALP is based on the assumption that people often exhibit consistent behavioral patterns across networks, including similar writing styles [10] , [11] , check-in/out information [12] , [13] and posts [9] . Recent years, user behavior information has been a hot research topic, for the challenge of plenty of semistructured and non-structured data.
C. STRUCTURE-BASED ALP
Considering the structural information of networks, ALP is first defined as Maximum Common Subgraph problem (MCS) [14] , [15] , which aims at finding an oneto-one mapping to maximum the number of common edges. Unfortunately, MCS is proved NP-hard. Although most methods provide near optimal solution, the time complexity of these methods are still high, which can be hardly used for social networks.
A different work is studied in [16] . They present the problem of de-anonymizing social networks, which is quite related to the problem of structure based ALP. Different from MCS, they aim at demonstrating the effectiveness of user identification on real-world social networks. Moreover, they require a small set of seeds (pre-linked anchor links) in advance, which are useful in improving the accuracy. Subsequently, many seed based de-anonymizing methods are proposed [17] - [19] . In [17] , a fast algorithm for large-scale networks is proposed, where the currently known identical users have higher identification priority than the unmapped ones. Then, in [19] , a novel random walk based similarity metrics on weighted graphs is exploited to answer the problem of ALP. Since all these approaches require a number of pre-linked anchor links, several seed free de-anonymizing methods are proposed consequently [20] - [22] .
Although the previous de-anonymizing methods have a good performance in solving ALP, these methods are still limited in making use of user local structure feature, e.g., neighborhoods, degree. In [23] and [24] , they focus on user global structure feature. They leverage user community feature to classify users into different blocks to reduce the mapping times. Differently, [23] supposes the communities across networks to be one-to-one mapping and [24] supposes a manyto-many mapping. Then, in [25] , an algorithm on multiple networks (more than three) is proposed, where the problem of consistency is deeply studied.
Several machine learning based works are studied in [26] - [28] . In [26] , they focus on the undirected networks. They establish a cost function to map users into a d-dimensional space. In their intuition, the users with similar neighborhoods ought to be close in the d-dimensional space. Differently, [27] works on directed networks and they believe that user similarities depend on their parents, children and themselves. However, [28] believe that user relationships also depend on the communities.
All the methods above are heuristic methods, and they have no theoretical supports. Consequently, [3] establishes the aligned network model and their method is proved totally correct under the aligned network model. They also observe a strong sensitivity to the number of the pre-linked anchor links. If the number of the pre-linked anchor links is lower than a fixed number, their algorithm would face the cold start problem. Further, the cold start problem is solved at the expense of reducing the accuracy [29] .
In fact, this paper is an extended version of our previous work [30] . Compared with [30] , this paper mainly has three differences: Firstly, in [30] , we suppose that the aligned networks fit power law distribution. Differently, in this paper, we suppose that the aligned networks are generations of ER model. This will lead to quite a difference in the proof of the similarity metrics. Secondly, in this paper, we improve CPS and present CPS + , where we take the length of the copaths into consideration. We believe that the paths with shorter length are more useful. Also, we give a proof to guarantee the correctness of CPS + under the aligned network model. Thirdly, for the algorithm in this paper and that in [30] , both of them have the similar work flow, but we discuss more details about CPCC in this paper, including the incorrect link detection strategy and convergence discussion.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION A. ALIGNED NETWORK MODEL
Aligned network model [3] is a mathematical model to formalize the real-world aligned networks, which is wildly used in aligned network analysis [20] , [29] , [31] - [35] . The intuition behind the model is that both the real-world aligned networks are subgraphs of an invisible underlying network. For instance, suppose G and G are a pair of real-world aligned networks. They believe that both G and G are two imperfect copies of G * , where G * is an invisible underlying network that captures relationships between users. Consequently, aligned network model can be composed of the following two subprocesses.
First subprocess is the generation of the invisible underlying network. We assume that the underlying network is a generation of ER model, also known as G(n, p). In ER model, there are n nodes and n 2 possible edges with probability p independently. In this paper, we assume that p ≤ c 0 . Traditionally, c 0 is a constant number much lower than 1, because when p is close to 1, the underlying network is nearly a clique and it is impossible to distinguish the nodes. To keep the connectivity of the network, we have np > c 1 log n, where c 1 is a constant positive number [36] . Therefore, we have c 1 log n n < p ≤ c 0 . Second subprocess is the generation of the two copies. We suppose that the edges in the underlying network are selected into aligned networks randomly with the probability S and S independently. That is to say, all the nodes in G * are kept into G and G directly, and the numbers of the nodes in G and G are both n in expectation. For each node in G and G , its expected number of neighbors is npS and npS respectively.
B. NOTATION

Definition 1 (Networks):
We use G(V , E) to denote a network, where V is the node set and E is the edge set. Each node in V refers to a natural person and each edge in E denotes a friend relationship.
We use a lowercase, e.g., i or j, to denote a node, and use e(i, j) to denote an edge between i and j. We use i to denote the natural person that i refers to. We must emphasis that the network has no duplicate nodes, which means that for arbitrary i ∈ V , j ∈ V , i = j, we have i = j.
Definition 2 (Aligned Networks): For networks G(V , E) and G (V , E ), we say G and G are a pair of aligned networks, if the nodes in the G and those in G are underlying one-to-one mapping.
To distinguish the nodes in different aligned networks G and G , we put or nothing on the top-right corner of a lowercase. For example, i ∈ V is a node in G and i ∈ V is a node in G .
Definition 3 (Anchor Links): Suppose that G(V , E) and G (V , E ) are a pair of aligned networks. We say the node pair (i, i ), where i ∈ V and i ∈ V , is an anchor link, if i = i .
Definition 4 (Candidate Anchor Link): Given a pair of aligned networks G(V , E) and G (V , E ), L is the anchor link set. We use L(G) to denote the set of linked nodes in G and use L(G ) to denote the set of linked nodes in G . We call (a, a ) as a candidate anchor link, where
We consider the candidate anchor links as the ones that are not related to the anchor links. For the other node pairs, there is no chance for them to be anchor links, because the networks have no duplicate nodes. This is easy to be justified. Suppose that (i 1 , i ) is an anchor link. Then for the other related links, namely (i 2 , i ) cannot be an anchor link any more,
Definition 5 (Anchor Link Prediction ALP): Suppose that we are given a pair of aligned networks G, G and a set of pre-linked anchor links L 0 , where for each anchor link (i, i ) ∈ L 0 , we have i = i . The task of anchor link prediction is to predict whether the other candidate anchor links are anchor links or not.
IV. PROPOSED SIMILARITY METRICS
In this section, we present three similarity metrics. Firstly, CoPath Similarity CPS is proposed in Section IV-A. CPS is efficient in measuring the similarity of the candidate anchor links. Then, in Section IV-B, we present Correctness Checking Similarity CCS to measure the correctness of a predicted anchor link. At last, we improve CPS and present CPS + in Section IV-C.
A. CoPath SIMILARITY CPS
Definition 6 (Path): Given a network G(V , E), pth = < a 0 , ..., a n >is a sequence of nodes in G, where each node connects to its adjacent nodes and each node is distinct from each other. Then we denote pth as a path from a 0 to a n and the length of the path is n.
Definition 7 (CoPath): Given a pair of aligned networks G, G , pth =< a 0 , ..., a n > is a path from a 0 to a n in G and pth =< a 0 , ..., a n > is a path from a 0 to a n in G . We denote (pth, pth ) as a copath from (a 0 , a 0 ) to (a n , a n ) with length n. We use CP k (a 0 ,a 0 ) (a n , a n ) to denote the set of copaths from (a 0 , a 0 ) to (a n , a n ) with length k.
For each candidate anchor link (a, a ), we define its CoPath Similarity (CPS) as
where ( 
(n − 2). Lemma 1 is proved in the appendix.
Theorem 1: Given an anchor link L, where for arbitrary
Then, the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS is an anchor link with a high probability.
Proof: According to Lemma 1, the candidate anchor link (a, a ), where a = a , would have more copaths than the other related node pairs. Thus, among all the candidate anchor links, the one with the maximum CPS is an anchor link with high probability.
In Theorem 1, we put a strict assumption on the anchor link set L, where L must be totally correct. Perhaps, this is impossible in practice. But, CPS still works when the accuracy of anchor link set is in a high level. 
Definition 9 (Similarity Witness): Given a pair of aligned networks G, G and an anchor link (x, x ). We denote (x, x ) as a Positive Similarity Witness (PSW) of (a, a ), if x ∈ LN (a) and x ∈ LN (a ) simultaneously. And on the other hand, we denote (x, x ) as a Negative Similarity Witness (NSW) of (a, a ), if either x ∈ LN (a) or x ∈ LN (a ). We use PSW (a, a ) and NSW (a, a ) to denote the set of PSWs and NSWs of (a, a ) separately.
Obviously, for arbitrary node pair (a, a ), we have
Lemma 2: Given a pair of aligned networks G, G , L is an anchor link set. Suppose that (a, a ) is an anchor link in L and v, v are two arbitrary nodes, where v = a and v
Lemma 2 is proved in the appendix. According to Lemma 2, for arbitrary anchor link (a, a ), it ought to own more PSW and fewer NSW. Then, we present the formula of Correctness Checking Similarity (CCS) as follows.
CCS(a, a )
= 2|PSW (a, a )| |LN (a)| + |LN (a )| (2) Theorem 2: Given an anchor link set L, (a, a ) is an anchor link in L. If a = a ,
we have CCS(a, a ) > CCS(a, i ) and CCS(a, a ) > CCS(i, a ) for arbitrary i = a and i = a .
Proof: We have
According to Lemma 2, if a = a , |PSW (a, a )| (or |NSW (a, a )|) would be larger (or smaller) than any other node pairs related to (a, a ). Thus, CCS(a, a ) is larger correspondingly.
Compared with Theorem 1, we have no strict assumption on the anchor link set. Thus, CCS still has high efficiency in detecting the incorrect anchor links even when the anchor link set is quite dirty.
C. IMPROVED CoPath SIMILARITY CPS +
In Formula 1, we roughly add up the number of copaths from each anchor link together as CPS. However, in practice, we consider that the shorter copaths are more useful, because the shorter copaths mean the stronger relationship. Therefore, we present the formula of CPS + as follows.
where ξ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant number. We must emphasis that ξ k is just an amplification coefficient to CPS. Thus, Theorem 1 can be also applied to CPS + . That is, the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS + is an anchor link with a high probability. In Formula 4, we introduce ξ k to balance the similarity support of the copaths with length k. An interesting question is whether the other coefficients work. For example, change 
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is in the fixed interval for arbitrary k. That means when
(n−2)pSS , ξ k is an effective balance on the copaths with different length.
V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
According to the properties of CPS + and CCS, we attempt to present a two-stage iterative algorithm CPCC to answers the problem of ALP. As shown in Fig.1 , the input of CPCC is a set of pre-linked anchor links coloured in yellow and the output is the anchor link set coloured in blue. Similarity index M in green is used to record each candidate anchor link's CPS + and each node pair's CCS. In anchor link prediction (box 1), we first search the similarity index M and regard the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS + as the new anchor link. (For the sake of simplicity, we predict only one anchor link in each iteration.) In incorrect link detection (box 2), we pick out the previously predicted anchor links with low CCS from the anchor link set. All through the process, we focus on four issues. 1) How M works. When an anchor link is predicted as a new one (or removed from the anchor link set), M ought to be updated. Thus, in Section V-A, we give a discussion to M , including how M works and how to incrementally compute CPS + and CCS. 2) How to detect the incorrect anchor links. In Section V-B, we give a discussion to incorrect anchor links detection using CCS. 3) How to guarantee the convergence of CPCC. During the process, we may get stuck in an infinite loop, especially when the newly predicted anchor link is regarded as an incorrect anchor link in the same iteration. In Section V-C, we give a convergence discussion to CPCC. 4) When to terminate the process. In Section V-D, we introduce an early termination strategy to make a tradeoff between precision and recall.
A. SIMILARITY INDEX
Suppose that a 1 · · · a |V | are the nodes in G and a 1 · · · a |V | are the nodes in G . Fig.2 shows the construction of similarity index M : CPS + index (left) and CCS index (right).
Firstly, CPS + index is a |V | × |V | sized table, which is used to record each candidate anchor link's CPS + . Of course, in practice, CPS + index is very sparse and many optimizing techniques can be adapted to reduce the memory size. Here, we only discuss how to update CPS + index, especially when an anchor link is predicted or removed. We have
where L t is the anchor link set at iteration t, and CPS
(a, a ) is the CPS + of (a, a ) with regard to the anchor link set L t .
Thus, to update the CPS + of a candidate anchor link (a, a ) in each iteration, we ought to add up copaths from the new predicted anchor links in L t+1 − L t and remove the copaths from the incorrect ones in L t −L t+1 . Therefore, the time complexity to update CPS + index is O((DD ) K ) in each iteration, where D and D is the average degree of G and G respectively and K is a very small positive number to control the length of copaths we considered.
Secondly, for CCS index, according to Formula 2, CCS is composed of PSW and LN. Thus, as shown in Fig.2 , instead of recording CCS directly, we record each node pair's PSW in each cell in shadow and record each node pair's LN in the head of the table in blank. Using CCS index, we can get arbitrary node pair's CCS directly using Formula 2. Then, to incrementally update PSW, we have
where PSW L t (a, a ) is the set of (a, a )'s PSWs with regard to the anchor link set L t at iteration t. Thus, the time complexity to update all the node pairs' PSWs is O(DD ). Moreover, the time complexity to update all the nodes' LNs is O(D+D ). In total, the time complexity to update similarity index M is O((DD ) K ) in each iteration.
B. INCORRECT LINK DETECTION
According to Theorem 2, we consider that an anchor link is correctly predicted if no other related node pair has higher CCS. Therefore, in each iteration, we should check the correctness of each anchor link one by one. That is, for each anchor link (a, a ), we should compare CCS(a, a ) with all the other ones CCS(a, i ) and CCS(i, a ), where i = a and i = a . In the worst case, the time complexity of incorrect link detection is O(|L|(|V | + |V |)) in each iteration, which is unacceptable. To reduce the computation cost, we would present an approximate solution.
According to Lemma 2, if a = a , the anchor link (a, a ) would have a great number of PSW. Thus, to check the correctness of the anchor link (a, a ), we firstly collect the node pairs whose PSW number are larger than that of (a, a ). Then, we compare CCS of these node pairs with that of (a, a ). Using this approximate method, the time complexity is reduced to O(|L|) in expectation.
Therefore, the time complexity of our algorithm is O((DD ) K +|L|) in each iteration. In expectation, we ought to conduct O(n) times iteration, where n is the number of anchor links. Thus, the time complexity of CPCC is O((DD ) K n+n 2 ).
C. CONVERGENCE DISCUSSION
Firstly, we analyse how the infinite loop appears. We observe that both CPS + and CCS strictly rely on the anchor link set. That is, once L t 1 = L t 2 and t 1 = t 2 , the algorithm get stuck in an endless loop. This is because our prediction and detection strictly rely on two different similarity metrics. Sometimes, the node pair with a high CPS + may be with a low CCS. Thus, to meet the convergence, either prediction or detection must make a compromise. That means we either predict the candidate anchor link with the second maximum CPS + as a new anchor link in the next iteration, or ignore the controversial anchor link in a few iterations, when infinite loop occurs. In practice, we adopt the first strategy.
In order to detect the infinite loop, a simple and direct way is to check whether the anchor link set has appeared before. If the anchor link has appeared before, the process would fall into loop. To prevent the loop, we record the times q that the anchor link appears, and we select the candidate anchor link with the (q + 1)th maximum CPS + as the new anchor link. For example, as shown in Fig.3 , t 1 · · · t 6 are six different time points. At time t 1 , the anchor link set is L 1 . Then, at time t 2 , we observe that the anchor link set L 1 has never appeared before. Thus, we predict the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS + as the new anchor link and get a new anchor link set L 2 . After a few iterations, at time t 3 , the anchor link set is L 1 again. Then, we predict the candidate anchor link with the second maximum CPS + as the new anchor link at time t 4 to prevent infinite loop. Similarly, we predict the candidate anchor link with the third maximum CPS + as the new anchor link at time t 6 .
D. EARLY TERMINATION
During the implementation of CPCC, we notice that nodes with high degree are always predicted with high accuracy. But for the nodes with low degree, the prediction is not always satisfactory. Thus, in this section, we propose an early termination strategy to make a tradeoff between precision and recall.
Definition 10 (Reliability of Anchor Link Set): Suppose that L is an anchor link set, where for arbitrary (a, a ) ∈ L , we have a = a . Then, we denote the reliability of another anchor link set B as
where PSW L (a, a ) and NSW L (a, a ) are the set of PSWs and NSWs with regard to the anchor link set L .
Theorem 4: Suppose that B and L are two anchor link sets, and all the anchor links in L are totally correct. If all the anchor links in B are also correct, we have R(B, L
Proof: According to the definition of PSW and NSW, we have
SPr(e( v, a)) + S Pr(e( v , a )) − 2SS Pr(e( v, a), e( v , a ))
Because the node pair (a, a ) in B and (v, v ) in L are correctly predicted, we have v = v , a = a .
Thus Pr(e( v, a), e( v , a )) = Pr(e( v, a)) = Pr(e( v , a )). Theorem 4 is proved.
Theorem 4 is efficient in measuring the quality of the recently predicted anchor links. Suppose that the anchor link set at time t is L t = {l 1 , l 2 · · ·l t }, where l i denotes the predicted anchor link at iteration i. We construct a box B t = {l t−ϕ B · · ·l t } with size ϕ B to record the recently predicted anchor links. If R(B t , L ) < ϕ k SS S+S −2SS , we recognize that the recently predicted anchor links may be not satisfactory, and we need to terminate the algorithm. ϕ k ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter to control the precision and recall of the algorithm. A high value of ϕ k indicates that the result would have high precision and low recall. In our experiments, ϕ B is set as 100. ϕ B cannot be set too large or small. When ϕ B is large, many incorrect predictions are predicted. On the other hand, when ϕ B is small, the early termination is too sensitive and the algorithm may be terminated too early.
However, SS S+S −2SS is an invisible parameter and the totally correct anchor link set L is unavailable. But we find that the nodes with high degree are predicted early and with high accuracy. (We will show more details about this observation in our experiments) Thus, in each iteration t, we also construct a box 
Algorithm 1 CPCC
Require: A pair of aligned networks G, G ; L 0 is the set of pre-linked anchor links; K is a constant positive integer to control the number of copaths; ϕ k ∈ (0, 1) and ϕ B = 100 are used to control the termination; Ensure: Anchor link set L.
M .update(pair, K , +) 4: end for 5: for M = ∅ do 6: status.put(L, status.get(L) + 1)
M .update(pair, K , +) 10:
for pair ∈ L do 12: relatedpairs ← M .CCS.PSW .top(pair) 13: for i ∈ relatedpairs do 14: if CCS(pair) < CCS(i) then 15: removedpairs.add(pair) 16: L.remove(pair) 17: M .update(pair, K , −) We present our algorithm CPCC as shown in Algorithm 1. In line 1, M is the similarity index, L is the anchor link set to be outputted, both B t and H t are used to control the termination of the algorithm, and status is used to count the occurrence of the anchor link set, which guarantee the convergence of CPCC. We initialize the similarity index M using L 0 in line 2 ∼ 4. In line 5 ∼ 26, we iteratively start our prediction. Firstly, we search for the candidate anchor link with the status.get(L)th maximum CPS + as the new anchor link in line 7, instead of the maximum one, to guarantee the convergence. Then, in line 10 ∼ 20, we check the result set for the anchor links with lower CCS and remove them from the anchor link set. Especially, we employee a collection relatedpairs to collect the node pairs, whose PSW is higher than the anchor link in check. At last, in line 21 ∼ 25, we update B t and H t to execute the early termination strategy.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some experimental results demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) ENVIRONMENT
All approaches were implemented using JAVA. All the experiments were performed on the computer equipped with Intel i5-4590 CPU at 3.30GHz and 8GB of main memory. The operating system is a 64-bit installation of Windows 7.
2) DATASETS
As shown in Table 1 , we present two real-world datasets, T-F and A-L. T-F is short for Twitter-Flickr. Twitter is a widely used communication network between users, and Flickr is a popular photo-sharing network. In T-F, there are over 18,000 users in common. Then, A-L is an academia dataset representing AMiner-LinkedIn. AMiner is an expertise search and mining service for the academic research. In AMiner, the edges denote the co-author relationships. LinkedIn is a professional network, where users can maintain their profiles and connections. In A-L, over 20,000 users are in common. Next, ER and PA are synthetic datasets. ER denotes the network that fits random graph model, and PA denotes the network that fits preference attach model [37] . Both the synthetic datasets are generated by igraph. 
3) COMPARED METHODS
All the methods we tested in the experiments are listed as follows:
CN [3] : CN is an iterative algorithm. In each iteration, the candidate anchor link, which has a greater number of common neighbors than the other related ones, is predicted as the new anchor link.
CNR [31] : Similar with CN, CNR also believes that the ones with the most common neighbors ought to be new anchor links. But differently, the prediction are divided in several rounds, and in each round the node pairs with higher degree are with higher priority. For CNR, although it could be conducted using MapReduce, we realize it on a single computer for fairness.
CP: Compared with CPCC, only CPS + is used in prediction. CP has no incorrect anchor link detection stage.
CPCC: Our menthod in Section V.
B. PERFORMANCE ON REAL-WORLD NETWORKS 1) ACCURACY ON REAL-WORLD NETWORKS
We first analyse the accuracy of our algorithm on real-world datasets. As shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 , we test our algorithm on two real-world datasets. For each dataset, we select different types of pre-linked anchor links: high, low and random. For high (low) type, we select 10% anchor links whose degrees are higher (lower) than average degree as the prelinked anchor links. We use FMeasure to evaluate the performance of each approach. Firstly, our methods have higher FMeasure than CN and CNR in most datasets. Even CP, which exploits CPS + only, has better performance than CN and CNR. We notice that CPCC performs better than CP, which indicates the effectiveness of CCS. Secondly, all the four methods have better performance, when the pre-linked anchor links are with low degree. For example, for the dataset T-F, CPCC has the best performance in T-F_low and the poorest performance in T-F_high. This is because anchor links with low degree are not easy to predict, and the prediction would become easier if some of the low degree nodes are pre-linked. 
2) TIME COST ON REAL-WORLD NETWORKS
Next, we compare the running time on real-world networks. As shown in Table 2 , the running time of CP is very close to that of CN and CNR. This is because we set K as 1 and the computation of CPS + is very close to that of common neighbors. Secondly, we observe that the time cost of CPCC is much higher than CP. In CPCC, we take incorrect anchor link detection strategy into consideration, and this may lead to a sharp increase in running time.
C. PERFORMANCE ON SYNTHETIC NETWORKS 1) ROBUSTNESS ON DIFFERENT ALIGNED NETWORK MODELS
In the previous section, we only prove the properties of our similarity metrics on the aligned network model. However, there may be many other aligned network generation strategy. Thus, to analyse the robustness of CPCC, we conduct experiments on different synthetic networks. As shown in Table 3 , we test our algorithm on four synthetic networks ER_SN, ER_SE, PA_SN and PA_SE, where ER and PA are the networks in Table 1 . SE (Selecting Edges) and SN (Selecting Nodes) denote different aligned network generation strategy. For example, ER_SN is a pair of aligned networks, where we only select nodes from the network ER randomly with probability S and S respectively. In the experiments, we set S = S = 0.8 and randomly select 10% underlying anchor links as the pre-linked anchor links. Firstly, CPCC has the best performance in different synthetic networks than the other three methods, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods in synthetic networks. Secondly, CPCC has a better performance in dataset ER_SN and ER_SE than that in PA_SN and PA_SE. This is because many low-degree nodes are in PA_SN and PA_SE, which may cause incorrect prediction. The similar phenomenon also occurs on the other three methods.
2) TIME COST REGARDING THE SCALE OF NETWORKS
In this experiment, we compare the time cost with regard to the scale of networks. We use ER model to generate underlying networks. We fix the average degree of each network to 10. To generate aligned networks, we set S = S = 0.8. Next, we randomly select 10% underlying anchor links as the pre-linked anchor links.
As shown in Fig.6 , the time cost of CPCC increases exponentially with the increase of the network scale. This is consistent to our time complexity analysis O((DD ) K n + n 2 ). Secondly, we observe that the time cost of CP also increases exponentially with the increase of the network scale, which is inconsistent to our analysis. In our analysis, the time complexity of CP is O((DD ) K ) in each iteration, which means O((DD ) K n) in total. We consider that the inconsistency mainly comes from the sorting of the candidate anchor links. In our implement of CP, we construct a sorted list to maintain the candidate anchor links for the convenience of picking out the one with the maximum CPS + . When we update the CPS + of the candidate anchor links, we would also update its order. Thus the cost to maintain the sorted list is O(log n). In total, the time complexity is O(((DD ) K + log n)n). Thus, the time cost of CP in Fig.6 is not linear.
3) PERFORMANCE REGARDING THE NUMBER OF PRE-LINKED ANCHOR LINKS AND THE ALIGNED NETWORK SIMILARITY
In this experiment, we focus on the performance of CPCC with the change of S,S and pre-linked anchor links |L 0 |. As we know, S and S control the number of common edges in the aligned networks. In expectation, SS edges are in common in both of the aligned networks. A high score of SS indicates that the two aligned networks are similar to each other. We use PA as the underlying network and generate aligned networks by selecting edges randomly. We assume S = S , which means only S 2 edges are in common. Firstly, as shown in Fig.7 , CPCC has good performance even only 5% anchor links are given as input. With the increase of the number of the pre-linked anchor links, our method has a clear performance boost in FMeasure. This indicates that a large amount of pre-linked anchor links will make the prediction easier. Moreover, when the number of the pre-linked anchor links is lower than a fixed threshold, the performance would be very poor. Secondly, we notice that our method has the best performance when S = 0.9 and the worst performance when S = 0.7. This means that the performance is much related to the similarity of the aligned networks, a high similarity of the aligned networks would make the prediction easier. Of course, when S is much low, the performance is very poor.
D. PARAMETER STUDY 1) PERFORMANCE REGARDING K
In CPCC, K controls the length of the copaths we considered. A high value of K would increase the accuracy, and on the contrary a high computation time is required. We conduct our experiment on T-F and randomly select 5% underlying anchor links as the pre-linked anchor links. We record the computation time and FMeasure with regard to different choices of K . As shown in Table 4 , we notice that the time cost increases exponentially with the increase of K . The time cost for K ≥ 4 is longer than two hours and we do not show in the table. It is obvious that FMeasure is higher than 90% even when K = 1. From K = 1 to K = 3, FMeasure only increases 1%, but the computation time increases from 3 minutes to 42 minutes. Thus, to make a tradeoff, the optimal value of K is 1. 
2) PERFORMANCE REGARDING ϕ k
Next, we analysis the performance with regard to the value of ϕ k on real-world networks. For each network, we randomly select 10% underlying anchor links as the pre-linked anchor links. We fix ϕ B as 100. As shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 , precision has a obvious increase with the increase of ϕ k . However, recall reduces sharply correspondingly. This is because a high value of ϕ k will make early termination too sensitivity, that is, many anchor links with low degrees are filtered out. Thus, according to the result, we recommend ϕ k to be 0.6. 
E. CHARACTERISTIC STUDY 1) NODES WITH HIGH DEGREE ARE PREDICTED EARLY AND CORRECTLY
In this experiment, we show the characteristic of our algorithm, that is, the nodes with high degree are predicted early and with high accuracy. This is also the assumption of early termination. Thus, we conduct our experiment on T-F and randomly select 10% underlying anchor links as the prelinked anchor links. As shown in Fig.10 , we compute the ratio of the correctly and incorrectly predicted nodes on each degree. X-axis denotes the degree of the predicted nodes and y-axis denotes the ratio of correctly or incorrectly predicted nodes. We notice that most nodes with high degree are correctly predicted, and most incorrectly predicted nodes are with low degree. Especially, for the nodes, whose degrees are higher than 16, they are all predicted correctly. Next, as shown in Fig.11 , we record the degree of the predicted nodes in each iteration. We find that the nodes with high degree are always predicted early. So we say nodes with high degree are predicted early and correctly. 
2) EFFICIENCY OF EARLY TERMINATION
In this experiment, we test the performance of early termination. In early termination, we employ B t and H t to record the recently predicted anchor links and anchor links with high degree in each iteration respectively. We use the ratio between R(B t , H t ) and R(H t , H t ) to decide the termination of the algorithm. To test the performance, we use CP to conduct our experiment on T-F and randomly select 10% underlying anchor links as the pre-linked anchor links. As shown in Fig.12 , we use B t and H t to denote R(B t , H t ) and R(H t , H t ) respectively in each iteration t. We find that H t is relatively stable, because H t records the nodes with high degree and these nodes are relatively unchanged. In the previous 19000 iteration, B t varies around H t . But in the latter iteration, B t is much lower than H t , and the nodes with low degree are predicted incorrectly. Especially, in the previous 5000 iteration, B t changes sharply, this is because the relationships between these nodes are tight. Hence, early termination is useful in improving the precision. 
3) EFFICIENCY OF INCORRECT LINK DETECTION
In CPCC, we use CCS to check the correctness of the predicted anchor links. To visually exhibit the importance of incorrect link detection, we conduct our experiment on T-F. As shown in Fig.13 , we employ three different experiments. In the first experiment, we randomly select 500 underlying anchor links as the pre-linked anchor links, and conduct CPCC. We observe that the precision has an obvious decay in the first few predictions. But in the following predictions, the incorrect anchor links are picked out and the precision returns to a higher level. Then, in the second experiment, we further reduce the number of pre-linked anchor links to 100, which is less than 0.5%. It is important that CPCC still VOLUME 6, 2018 works, but the final precision has an obvious decay. In the first 1000 predictions, many incorrect anchor links are inserted and the precision is even reduce to 55%. At last, we test CP, which has no incorrect link detection strategy with 500 prelinked anchor links. The final result has only 40% precision, which is much lower than the previous two experiments. Thus, the incorrect link detection is efficiency in practice.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of anchor link prediction across a pair of aligned networks. We solve this problem using social network structure information. Firstly, we presented three structure based similarity metrics CPS, CCS and CPS + . We guarantee that the node pair with the maximum CPS or CPS + is an anchor link with a high probability. And a correctly predicted anchor link must have a high value of CCS. Secondly, we present a two-stage iterative algorithm CPCC to solve the problem of anchor link prediction using the properties of CPS + and CCS. In the first stage, we pick the candidate anchor link with the maximum CPS + as the new anchor link. In the second stage, we check the predicted anchor links for the ones with low CCS. At last, the experiments conducted on real-world networks and synthetic networks demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Proof: Here, we only focus on the proof of
Pr(p a , p a ), (10) where pth k x,a is the set of paths from x to a with length k, and pth k x ,a is the set of paths from x to a with length k. Pr(p a , p a ) is the existence probability of the path p a and p a . According to Formula 10, |CP k (x,x ) (a, a )| is the sum of the existence probability of the copaths in the aligned networks. Since both the aligned networks are generated from an underlying graph, we have We notice that the nodes a, a , x, x and v are all in the underlying graph, where x = x and a = a . Therefore, we use x instead of x(or x ), a instead of a(or a ), and v instead of v for convenience in the following proof. Then, we only need to prove the following formula 
Firstly, we divide F into four parts. 
where pth k x,a (v) is the set of paths from x to a with length k without passing by v and pth k x,a (v) = pth k x,a − pth k x,a (v) is the set of paths from x to a with length k passing by v. We have F = F 1 + F 2 + F 3 + F 4 easily.
For 
where t k−1 is an arbitrary node different from x, a and v. For F 2 , we also establish an one-to-one mapping function T between the path set pth k x,a (v) and pth k x,v (a) as shown in Fig.14(b) Suppose that p a =< x, a 1 , · · · , a j−1 , v, a j+1 , · · · , a k−1 , a > to be a path in pth k x,a (v), where j ∈ [1, k − 1]. We denote its corresponding path in pth k x,v (a) as T (p a ) =< x, a 1 , · · · , a j−1 , a, a k−1 , · · · , a j+1 , a >. We have Pr(P 1 , p a ) = Pr(P 1 , T (p a )), when a j−1 = t k−1 . On the other hand, Pr(P 1 , p a ) = pPr(P 1 , T (p a )), when a j−1 = t k−1 . Therefore, we have Pr(P 1 , p a ), (19) where pth k x,a (e (t k−1 , v) ) is the set of paths from x to a with length k passing by t k−1 and v continuously. As shown in Fig.14(c), p a is a path in pth k x,a (e (t k−1 , v) ). Suppose that p a =< x, a 1 , · · · , a j−2 , t k−1 , v, a j+1 , · · · , a k−1 , a >. Let p t k−1 =< x, a 1 , · · · , a j−2 , a j+1 , · · · , a k−1 , t k−1 >. Since P 1 do not contain a and v, we have Pr(P 1 , p a ) < Pr(P 1 , p t k−1 ). Therefore, Pr(P 2 , p a ) > 0
According to Formula 18, Formula 20, Formula 21 and Formula 22, we have
